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Abstract
Quality sound reproduction
is a human desire, and yet the problem has been in th_ limitations
of conventional
tape recorders.
PCM can exclude all their drawbacks,
itowever, its frequency
range broadens about 100 times.
Our OPEN REEL 9 TRACK DECK
(6.3 mm tape, 38 cm/sec) can cover this employing high density
recording
technique.
This paper mainly describes
its magnetic
recording
and error control.
].

Introduction
There have been remarkable
developm._nts in recent audio equipment in response to the requirements
of high fidelity sound
reproduction.
Of the whole range of this equipment,
from the
microphone
input to the eventual speaker output, only the tape
recorder,
despite the fact that it is indispensable,
still
presents serious problems with respect to high fidelity
reproduction.
Major problems
include narrow dynamic range, tape
hiss, print through, harmonic distortion
and multi-copy
degradation, arising from the properties of the magnetic
tape.
It is, however, well known that these problems can be solved
by digital techniques
such as PCM recording,
and these have
recently been introduced
to audio systems'_PCM
recording offers
two significant
advantages:
one is the independence
of the
PCM signal of noise and non-linearity
in the recording medium
made possible by correct decgding when the '0' and '1' pulse
states are correctly
identified;
the other is that time-base
errors (wow and flutter, etc.) can be readily eliminated by
an electronic
compensator.
Despite
quency
is also
quality
the PCM
complex
failure

its obvious advantages,
PCM recording requires a frerange many times wider than that of the base band.
It
inherently subject to serious degradation
of sound
in the face of drop-outs.
These disadvantages
caused
recorders developed
by several manufacturers
to be both
and bulky,
This is the reason for PCM recorders
to secure widespread
use, despite their excellent
points.
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In the authors' conception,
PCM recorders should be as convenient to operate as conventional
tape recorders.
Accordingly
a major effort has been directed at the realization of such a
simple PCM tape recorder,
employing
the stationary
head and
conventional
tape deck mechanism
(6.3 mm tape width, and 38
cm/sec tape speed) of other recorders,
and offering the same
tape splicing,
editing and monitoring
functions.
2.

Outline
2-1

of the PCM Tape

The tape pattern

Recorder
format

A normal low tape speed magnetic recorder would not normally
be expected to be able to record PCM signals because of their
expanded frequency
range.
This problem may be overcome by the
introduction
of multi-track
recording.
According
to this method,
the input audio signal is encoded by PCH and allocated to a
number of tracks in parallel.
There are two methods of performing
this allocation _. One is
the bit distribution
method, in which each bit of the pulse
code signal is allocated to a different track.
The other is
the frame distribution
method,
in which a single frame, containing all the bits of the corresponding
pulse code signal(s),
is allocated to a single track.
Our PCM recorder employs the
latter method for the following reasons.
(1)
(2)

Sample errors caused by drop-outs can be reduced, and
The number of tracks can be chosen independently of the
number of code bits.

A single frame, on our scheme, consists of four samples for
the left channel, four for the right, a 15-bit frame synchronizing code and a 16-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) as illustrated in Fig. 1. At least nine tracks are required to record
a PCM signal at a tape speed of 38 cm/sec
with acceptable bit
error rate and permissible
recording
density.
The individual
frames are therefore allocated over nine tracks as shown in
Fig. 2.
2-2

Signal

processing

The system specifications
of this recorder are given in Table 1,
and the block diagram in Fig. 3. The upper part of the block
diagram illustrates
the recording
section and the lower part
shows the reproduction
section.
An audio signal applied to the
input terminals passes through a low pass filter (LPF) which
serves to reject aliasing noise.
The output signal from the
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LPF is sampled and encoded using 13-bit PCM.
The sampling
frequency is set at 48 kHz in order to secure an audio frequency bandwidth of 20 kHz.
Quality, sound reproduction
is
said to require a dynamic range of about 80 dB, and this requirement is met by our recorder.
The ratio of signal
S/NQ

(S) to quantum

noise (NQ) is given be

: 6 x N + 1.8 (dB)

where N is the number of coding bits.
80 dB, N should be chosen as 13.

For an S/NQ of about

As mentioned
above, one frame of serial high speed PCM signal
consists of four left channel and four right channel samples,
the synchronizing
code and CRC.
This leads to a bit rate for
the high speed PCM signal which reaches 1.6 Mbits/sec,
and
inevitably
requires multi-track
recording
at a tape speed of
38 cm/sec.
The frame distributor has a total of nine memories, each of
which corresponds
to a single recording t_ack.
The serial
high speed PCM signal is sequentially
read in frame by frame.
While one memory works on read-in, others serve for the readout of parallel low speed PCM signals at a rate one-ninth of
that of read-in.
This reduces the bit rate of the corresponding parallel low speed PCM signal to 180 kbits/sec.
The readout signal is coded by a modified FM (MFM) system and write
compensation
is applied before it is recorded on the magnetic
tape.
In the playback mode the reproduced MFM signal is demodulated
to the parallel_ low'speed
PCM signal and is then fed
to a jitter compensator.
The signal reproduced
from the tape is subject tq dynamic
errors caused by irregularities
in the transport
system, the
so-called
'wow and flutter,'
and also static errors arising
from head misalignment.
These two types of error are eliminated by the jitter compensator.
The principle of operation
is
as foll,ows.
The jitter compensator has two memories for each track.
While
the low speed PCM signal is clocked into the first memory
from each track by the reproduced
bit synchronizing
pulse, the
high speed PCM signal is clocked out of the second memory by
the crystal oscillator
synchronizing
pulse, at a speed of some
nine times that of the clock-in pulse.
The result is to ensure that the jitter compensator
output gives exactly the same
output as the original serial high speed PCM signal, free from
-3-

time base error.
The reproduced high speed PCM signal is then
checked at the CRC, and any errors detected are corrected
by
the appropriate
interpolation.
The resulting
PCM signal is
then decoded and sent out through the LPF, eliminating
spurious
components
in the audio signal.
2-3

Structure

and mechanism

Fig. 4 shows the appearance of the PCM recorder.
The PCM recorder splits into three sections
for convenient
handling.
The top unit holds'the
tape deck, the middle unit holds the
circuitry,
and the lower unit carries the power supplies.
The tape transport is essentially
similar to those of conventional analog tape recorders,
using 6.3 mm tape and 38 cm/sec
tape speed.
Capstan speed is phase-locked
so as not to overload the memory of the jitter compensator.
2-4

Performance

data

The performance
specifications
are shown in Table 2, and Fig.
5 illustrates
the frequency
characteristics
and noise level
of this PCM recorder and of a conventional
tape recorder.
The
uppermost curve corresponds
to the output level for 3% distortion.
The flat frequency characteristics
and low noise level
of the PCM recorder are clearly evident.
Fig. 6 indicates
that the distortion
levels of the PCM recorder are about one
tenth those of the analog tape recorder.
There is also no
amplitude fluctuation
in the output signal, as shown in Fig.
7, and as would be expected from the principles of the PCM
signal.
3.

Characteristics
3-1

Performance

of the

Magnetic

of the recording

Recordin___ Channels
channel

without

drop-out

Recording 180 kbits/sec
at 38 cm/sec
corresponds
to a density
of 472 bit/mm
per track on the magnetic tape.
Table 3 shows
the specifications
of the tape and head used to attain this
recording density.
Resolution
is about 65%.
Peak shift is
±25% without write compensation,
reducing
to ±12.5% with it
for a (110) pattern, which is the worst case for recording.
Noise in the reproduced
MFM
signal cause peak shift-induced
bit errors.
The peak detection method is employed in this
MFM demodulator as shown in Fig. 8.
Let V be the reproduced
signal peak-to-peak
voltage, and Vn be the rms noise voltage,
with S the maximum peak shift caused by pulse crowding and
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and jitter measured at the input of the zero cross
Assuming
that the reproduced
signal is sinusoidal,
voltage Vw at the edge of the window is
Vw

detector.
the signal

V sin_ (1-4S)

as illustrated
in Fig. 9, because the window is ±T/4.
Assuming
noise is Gaussian, the bit error rate p caused by noise is
P

X_

4S)x2_
= erfc(z_) : erfc[sin4(1-

_n ]

where
erfc(v) = _ 1J_exp(-It2)dt :(_-_veXp(_)
-v
2
ments.V = 3Vp_p,

Vn = 0.1 Vrm s,

and S = 0.125%

from our measure-

Co_Jsequently, p becomes about 1_ 8, very much lower than
b_t rate error caused by drop-outs as mentioned
below.
.!-2

?erformance

of the recording

channel

during

the

drop-outs

Drop-nuts may be classified
into two types: permanent and temporary.
P_rr.:anent d_'op-out arises from high edges, wrinkles
induced by
improper" Ilandling, and coating nodules and holes
caused by defectiw? manufacturing
processes.
However, it is
possible
to elimir_ate tapes with these causes of permanent
drop-outs
by inspection.
Temporary
drop-out,
on the other
hand, is mainly caused by fragments of magnetic particles
and
air-borne dust.
It can be reduced by tape cleanimg, but it
cannot be eliminated.
Drop-outs cause the separation
of the tape and the tape head,
so that contact is lost, and spacing losses increase.
The
magnitude
of the influence of a drop-out, therefore,
depends
upon the frequency of the recorded signal, as is evident from
the equation for spacing loss.
The spacing loss, Ls, is 5
Ls : 54.6_

(dB)

where d is the distance between the head and the recording
medium, and _ is the recorded wavelength.
Fig. 10 gives an
example of peak shift and resolution
during a drop-out.
Recorded signal is alternately (1111) 16 bits and (1010) 16 bits.
The (1111) signal corresponds to 90 kHz (2F pattern) and (1010)
corresponds to 45 kHz (1F pattern) because they are coded by
MFM.
The horizontal axis of Fig. 10 is time.
Fig. lob shows
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the output of the main amplifier,
and reveals the change of
resolution with time during a drop-out,
while Fig. 1Od identifies the elements in the photograph lob.
In Fig. lob, the
high amplitude
sections correspond to the 1F pattern, and the
low amplitude
sections correspond
to the 2F pattern.
The ratio
of the amplitude of the 1F pattern to the 2F pattern is the
resolution.
Fig. lOa illustrates
the change of peak shift vs.
time during a drop-out caused by pulse crowding and noise.
Fig. 10c explains the details of Fig. lOa.
The vertical axis
of Fig. lOa is the pulse interval, and the upper line corresponds to T (the time for a bit cell) and the lower line corresponds to 2T.
Ts and 2Ts appear alternately
and T appears
when the 2F pattern is reproduced,
and vice versa.
The peak shift increases during the drop-out because of the
reduced resolution
and increased noise level.
When an asymmetrical pattern
such as (110) is recorded, the oorresponding
peak shift will be cumulative to that due to the drop-out, so
that the influence of drop-outs differs in accordance
with the
recorded pattern.
In general,
even less serious drop-outs
will cause bit errors,
if the margin
of
peak
shift
is
less than in this example.
Fig. 11 shows the extent to which the number of drop-outs increases with the reduced level of drop-out.
The number of minor drop-outs is much greater than that of major ones, and the
number of bit errors will therefore
increase if the recording
density is high.
Measurements
of bit error rate run typically
at 10-% 10-5, although they differ not only from tape to tape
but also from place to place in the same tape.
Minor bit
errors tend to
occur
together in
bursts, with the average burst length being about 55 bits.
4.

Error
4-1

Control
Subjective

impairment

of error

concealment

Error concealment
is essential
in view of the rather poor
'transmission
line characteristics'
of the high density digital recording used, and the resultant bit errors in the recorded
PCM signal.
Various kinds of error concealment
have been proposed, but subjective
evaluations
of error concealment
as applied to burst errors were hitherto lacking.
We have attempted
the necessary
subjective
evaluations.
Fig. 12 shows the maximum number of frames that can be extrapolated at zero order without being perceived vs. the mean time
between error frames when there are burst errors.
The level of
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subjective
impairment depends largely on the kind of source.
The silent pauses between words and phrases in an announcer's
speech (for example in a weather forecast) are least susceptible to the noise which arises from zero order extrapolation,
and such noise is then most imperceptible.
Zero order extrapolation of four samples lies at the barely perceptible
limit
if one frame error occurs in a second.
On the other hand, the longer the CRC code, the greater the
possibility of detecting a burst error:
since the length of
the CRC increases with longer code words when redundancy
is
held constant, a longer code word is desirable.in
this respect.
However, the longer code word will give rise to more noise
when it is extrapolated
at zero order.
Consideration
of the
above factors lies behind the choice of four samples, a 16-bit
CRC, and error concealment
by interpolation, for the frames of
this PCM tape recorder.
4-2

Probability

of error

detection

The CRC is extremely
effective
in detecting
burst errors 6.
When an (n - r) bit data block is coupled with a CRC of r bits,
the performance
is as follows.
1)

A burst error with length
detected
perfectly.

2)

When a burst of
hasa decoding
a length error
of r + will
1, or be
more
thaw r + 2
1zrthe
probability
2-(r-1)and
respectively.
When a generating polynomial is divisible by (x + 1), odd
number bit errors are perfectly detected.
Since the
generating
polynomial
used in this recorder is

3)

not greater

x_6+ x_2+ x$ + 1, so that odd number
tected.

than r bits can be

bit errors

are de-

LetPe be defined as the probability
of decoding an error, Pd
the probability
of detecting an error, and Pc the probability
of correct decoding.
These terms will, of course, be related
by the expression
Pc+ Pd+ Pe= 1

(1

In the following calculation,
a random error is assumed for
simplicity.
Let P(m,n) be defined as the probability of m
errors occurring in an n-bit block, and p be a bit error rate
n
n-m
P(m,n) = (m)pm(1- p)
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then
Pc = P(O,n) = (1- p)n _ I- np, where
p<<l

(which holds true for most cases),

then

from (1),

Pd + Pe = I - Pc = np
SincePe<<Pd, Pd = np
Pe = 2-(r+l)[(n-r)p]2

(2)
(Appendix)

Pd and Pe vs. p are illustrated
r = 16.

in Fig.

Nf x Pd is the number of occasions on
due to interpolation,
where Nf is the
recorded per second, and in this case
From equa£ion (2), Pd ie about 10-3 p : 10-s - 10 -6 , giving interpolation
16 times per second.

(3)

13 for n = 135 and

which click noise arises
number of frames to be
takes the value 1200.
10-_'for n = 135 with
noise between 1.6 and

However,
the above calculation
overestimates
the incidence of
such noise because most errors are burst errors of average
length about 50 bits, as mentioned
in paragraph
3-2, and of
the 50 about half will probably be correct within the burst.
This reduces the number of frame errors to one 25th of the
above calculation
in practice, with a mean time between clicks
of approximately
1.6 to 16 sec. These figures are in close
agreement with measured values.
As will be evident from Fig.
12, interpolation
noise is quite imperceptible.
Should an
error fail to be detected, however, the analog output level
of the D/A converter assumes some independent
value, and in
the worst case will produce a quite unacceptable
sound.
Since,
according to equation (3), Pe is of the order of 10-_ - 10-i3,
a single decoding error click can be expected in anything from
a three-month
to a 25-year period if the PCM is played continuously for long periods.
5.

The Future
Although
the PCM tape recorder employing
a stationary
head
features
simple tape transport
mechanism
and easy operation,
the number of MFM circuits,
jitter compensators,
and frame
distributors
must equal the number of tracks, so it suffers
from the disadvantages
of high circuit cost and large size.
However,
future progress in high density magnetic
recording
will enable the number of tracks to be reduced, and circuit
-B-

costs will be reduced
pect the PCM recorder
is currently the weak
in the not-too-distant

by going to LSIs.
We may therefore exto replace the analog recorder, which
link in the chain of audio reproduction,
future.
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Appendix:

The Probabilit_

of Not Detecting

a Frame

Error

Let us assume that the code word and the cyclic redundancy
check consist of n and r bits respectively.
In order to calculate the probability
of failing to detect a frame error, the
probability
of the occurrence
of a burst error with more than
r + 1 bits in an n-bit code word, P , must be calculated.
When an i-bit burst error occurs inBa code word, at least both
the first and last bits of the burst must be in error (although
all the bits between them may be correct), and the rest of the
bits in the code word must be correct, as shown in Fig. 14.
Therefore the probability
Pb(i) that an i-bit burst error occurs in an n-bit code word is
Pb(i) = (n -i + 1)p2(1 - p)n-i
where

p is a bit error

rate.

Therefore
n
PB : _
(n -i + 1)p2(1 - p)n-i
i:r+l
Let k = i - r- 1
n-r-1
PB : _
k=O

(n- r- k)p2(1- p)n-r-k-1

1 - (1 - p)n-r[1 + (n - r)p]
Let p << i (this holds

true in most cases),

PB _ 1 - [1 - (n - r)p][1
P:e''
where

4'

2-rPB
is

the

= 2-r[(n
probability

+ (n - r)p]

then

= [(n - r)p]

2

- r)P]2
of
-g-

failing

to

detect

a burst

of

more

than (r + 1) bits.

As mentioned in paragraph 4-2, odd number bit errors are perfectly detected.
Therefore _,
the decoding error, is
: 2-1_ ,

2-(r+l)[(n _ r)p]2
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